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The Foreign Sales Corporation Act:
Export Incentive for U.S. Business
In 1971, Congress created an export-related entity called the Domestic Inter-
national Sales Corporation (DISC).' Congress intended the DISC to provide an
export incentive for U.S. companies in the form of a significant tax deferral on
export income. 2 The purpose of this tax deferral was to equalize for tax advan-
tages enjoyed by foreign corporations in their home countries, which were plac-
ing United States goods and services at a disadvantage and thereby contributing
to emerging U.S. foreign trade deficits.3
Shortly after Congress passed the DISC legislation, the European Community
(EC) complained to a panel of signatories of the General Agreement on Tariffs
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1. The DISC legislation was included in the Revenue Act of 1971. In order to qualify as a
DISC, a company must meet several conditions:
(1) It must be a corporation organized in the United States;
(2) 95 percent or more of its gross receipts must constitute "qualified export receipts";
(3) 95 percent or more of the adjusted bases of all its assets must constitute "qualified
export assets";
(4) It must have only one class of capital stock with a par value of at least $2,500; and
(5) It must elect to be treated as a DISC.
I Capital Formation & Investment Incentives Around the World (MB) United States-8 (Dec. 1987)
[hereinafter Capital Formation].
2. Typically, taxation on approximately 50 percent of the DISC's income was deferred until the
profits were distributed. Further, a DISC could perpetually defer these taxes by reinvesting the
income into export-related activities. Caplan & Chametzky, Domestic International Sales Corpora-
tions (DISCs) and Foreign Sales Corporations (FSCs): Providers of Economic Incentives for Wholly-
Owned Domestic Exporters, 12 BROOKLYN J. INT'L L. 1, 5-6 (1986).
3. Id. at 2.
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and Trade (GATT)4 that the United States was providing illegal export subsidies
through the DISC legislation. Eventually, the GATT Council agreed that the
DISCs violated the GATT 5 and set forth an "Understanding" describing accept-
able taxing practices. 6 In 1984, in order to satisfy the GATT "Understanding,"
Congress passed the Foreign Sales Corporation Act (the Act).7 Embodied in
sections 921 through 927 of the Internal Revenue Code,8 the Act created a new
export entity called the Foreign Sales Corporation (FSC). The Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) proposed regulations governing FSCs on December 12, 1984, and
Final Regulations were dated February 19, 1987, 9 and March 3, 1987.10 Con-
currently with the creation of the FSC, the DISC was substantially changed into
an entity now called the Interest Charge DISC. " Because the focus of this
4. See General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), opened for signature Oct. 30, 1947,
61 Stat. 3A, T.I.A.S. No. 1700, 55 U.N.T.S. 194 (since the end of World War II, the GATT has been
the dominant international treaty governing international trading practices).
5. See Caplan & Chametzky, supra note 2, at 9 (explaining that the panel ruled that the DISC
system was incompatible with article XVI of the GATT, which governs and discourages export
subsidies). See also GATT, supra note 4, art. XVI, which provides in part:
If any contracting party grants or maintains any subsidy, including any form of
income or price support, which operates directly or indirectly to increase exports of
any product from, or to reduce imports of any product into, its territory, it shall notify
the CONTRACTING PARTIES in writing of the extent and nature of the subsidiza-
tion, of the estimated effect of the subsidization on the quantity of the affected product
or products imported into or exported from its territory and of the circumstances
making the subsidization necessary. In any case in which it is determined that serious
prejudice to the interests of any other contracting party is caused or threatened by any
such subsidization, the contracting party granting the subsidy shall, upon request,
discuss with the other contracting party or parties concerned, or with the CON-
TRACTING PARTIES, the possibility of limiting the subsidization.
6. Caplan & Chametzky, supra note 2, at 9 (The "Understanding" endorses a territorial-type
system of taxation in which income earned from domestic economic processes is taxed, but income
earned from foreign economic processes is not taxed. Additionally, the "Understanding" holds that
a domestic corporation must deal at arm's-length with its foreign buyers for tax purposes.)
7. Tax Reform Act of 1984: Law and Controlling Committee Reports (CCH) I110 (July 18,
1984) (Congressional Committee Reports, including House, Senate, and Conference Committee
reports) [hereinafter Tax Committee Rep.].
8. 26 U.S.C. §§ 921-927 (1988).
9. "[Flinal regulations relating to foreign management and foreign economic processes re-
quirements of a foreign sales corporation. ... 52 Fed. Reg. 5084 (1987).
10. "[F]inal Income Tax Regulations concerning the general rules regarding the requirements
that a corporation must meet to be a foreign sales corporation (FSC) (or a small FSC) and the tax
treatment of an FSC (or a small FSC) and the specific rules regarding the requirements for FSC and
small FSC status, the methods of electing and terminating FSC status, and the definition of and
computation of carrying charges on sales of property by an FSC." Id. at 6468.
I1. A company may still organize a DISC, but the provisions allowing the DISC have been
changed in several significant ways. The two most important changes are:
(1) The new DISC entity will only be able to defer taxes on that portion of its gross revenues
not over $10 million. A corporate shareholder can defer 16/17 of the taxable income
attributable to qualified export receipts of only $10 million or less and is taxed currently
on 1/17. All income of the DISC attributable to qualified export receipts over $10 million
is deemed distributed to shareholders and is taxed.
(2) Interest is charged on the income on which taxes are deferred. The amount of the deferred
tax liability to which this interest charge is imposed is the difference between the amount
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comment is on the FSC entity, further comments on the merits (or lack thereof)
of the Interest Charge DISC are reserved. All further references to DISCs in this
comment are to the old DISC.
Although the goals of the Act are essentially the same as those of the DISC
legislation, the methodology employed and results achieved by the Act are
somewhat different. These differences are addressed throughout this Comment.
Additionally, this Comment (1) outlines the organizational requirements for
FSC status; (2) analyzes the advantages an FSC may provide a U.S. exporter
and the factors relevant to a determination of whether these advantages may be
realized; (3) highlights the foreign countries and the U.S. protectorates afford-
ing the most favorable tax climates for obtaining these advantages; and finally,
(4) explores whether U.S. exporters themselves feel that the Act is actually
providing valuable export incentives and whether those exporters are making
use of the Act.
I. Organizational Requirements
In order to qualify for treatment as an FSC, a business entity must satisfy eight
requirements: 1
2
(1) Foreign Entity-An FSC must be a "corporation which was created or
organized under the laws of any foreign country which meets the re-
quirements of section 927(e)(3),' 3 or under the law applicable to any
possession of the United States"1 4 (except Puerto Rico' 5 ).
(2) Limited Shareholders-An FSC must have "no more than 25 sharehold-
ers at any time during the taxable year."
'16
(3) Stock Limitation-An FSC must "not have any preferred stock outstand-
ing at any time during the taxable year." 17
of federal tax liability that would have been imposed on the shareholder of the DISC if
the deferred DISC income had been included in the shareholder's income for the year and
the actual amount of tax liability of the shareholder reflecting all credits allowable, other
than credits allowed under §§ 21, 31, and 34. The annual rate of interest is equal to the
average investment yield of the U.S. Treasury Bill maturities of fifty-two weeks that were
auctioned during the one-year period ending on Sept. 30 of the calendar year of the
shareholder or the most recent calendar year ending before the close of the calendar year
of the shareholder. It is because of the interest feature that the reformed DISC entity is
now referred to as the "Interest Charge DISC." See Jones & Larkins, Choosing Among
an Interest Charge DISC, a Foreign Sales Corporation, and a Small Foreign Sales
Corporation, 12 IN'rL TAX J. 181, 182-84 (1986); see also 26 U.S.C. § 995(b), (f)
(1988).
12. FSC General Rules, Requirements, Definitions, and Special Rules, id. at 6468-69.
13. 26 U.S.C. § 927(e)(3) (1988). Generally, the foreign country is required to be one that has
(a) "a bilateral or multilateral agreement" with the United States or (b) "an income tax treaty which
contains an exchange of information program ... which the Secretary certifies .... and ... to which
the FSC is subject." Id.
14. Id. § 922(a)(l)(A) (1988).
15. Foreign Sales Corporation--General Rules, 26 C.F.R. 1.921-2(a)A-I(i) (1990).
16. 26 U.S.C. § 922(a)(l)(B) (1988).
17. Id. § 922(a)(1)(C).
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(4) Foreign Presence-An FSC must "maintain[ ] an office . .. in a foreign
country . . . or in any possession of the United States . . . [and must]
maintain[ ] a set of the permanent books of account (including invoices)
of such corporation at such office."18
(5) Domestic Presence-An FSC must "maintain[ ] at a location within the
United States the records which such corporation is required to keep
under section 6001 ."19
(6) Foreign Director-An FSC must "at all times during the taxable year,
[have] a board of directors which includes at least one individual who is
not a resident of the United States."
2 0
(7) Nonmember DISC Group-An FSC must "not [be] a member, at any
time during the taxable year, of any controlled group of corporations of




(8) Timely Election-An FSC must have "made an election (at the time and
in the manner provided in section 917(f)(l)) which is in effect for the
taxable year to be treated as a[n] FSC."
22
The Act also creates an entity called the small FSC.2 3 A small FSC may only
gain tax advantages on a limited amount of foreign trade income. 24 To qualify as
a small FSC a business entity must, in addition to satisfying the above require-
ments, (1) have "made an election . . . which is in effect for the taxable year to
be treated as a small FSC, ' 2 5 and (2) "not [be] a member, at any time during the
taxable year, of a controlled group of corporations which includes a[n] FSC
unless such other FSC" is also a small FSC.2 6
The major organizational difference between a DISC and an FSC is that a
DISC was a domestic corporation whereas the FSC is a foreign corporation,
created or organized in a foreign country or eligible U.S. protectorate, and
maintaining a presence in that country or protectorate. 27 Organizing and main-
taining a foreign corporation is more expensive than organizing and maintaining
a domestic corporation. It has been suggested that this comparatively high cost
has discouraged U.S. exporters from taking advantage of the tax benefits that an
FSC may offer. 28
18. Id. § 922(a)(l)(D)(i-ii).
19. Id. § 922(a)(1)(D)(iii).
20. Id. § 922(a)(l)(E).
21. Id. § 922(a)(l)(F).
22. Id. § 922(a)(2).
23. Id. § 922(b).
24. Id. § 924(b)(2)(B)(i) (if a company has made an election to be a small FSC, any foreign
trading gross receipts that it earns over $5 million will not be taken into account in determining the
FSC's tax exemption).
25. Id. § 922(b)(1).
26. Id. § 922(b)(2).
27. Foreign Sales Corporation-General Rules, 26 C.F.R. 1.921-2(c)A-6 (1990).
28. Baltz & Culpepper, Effects of 1984 Export Tax Legislation on Small Exporters, 14 INT'L TAX
J. 351, 357 (1988).
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II. Foreign Management and Process Requirements
For an FSC (except a small FSC 29 ) to receive favorable tax treatment, it must
be managed from outside the United States, 30 and the economic activities relat-
ing to its sales must be conducted outside the United States.
3 1
A. FOREIGN MANAGEMENT
The requirement that the FSC be managed from outside the United States is
met if (1) all board and shareholder meetings are held outside the United States;
(2) the main corporate bank account is located outside the United States; and (3)
payments of dividends, legal and accounting fees, and salaries of officers and
members of the board of directors are made out of the foreign main bank ac-
count. 32 The foreign management requirement is a difference between FSCs and
DISCs. A DISC was a wholly domestic entity. As such, its management was not
required to be handled outside the United States. A small FSC, on the other
hand, is similar to a DISC in that its management functions may be carried out
in the United States.
33
B. FOREIGN ECONOMIC AcTIVITIES
The requirement that economic activities relating to the sales of the FSC must
occur outside the United States is met if (1) the FSC solicits its orders (in ways
other than advertising) or negotiates or makes the contracts relating to those
orders outside the United States, and (2) 50 percent or more of the direct costs
incurred by the FSC in a transaction are attributable to activities occurring
outside the United States.34 A small FSC is not held to these foreign economic
29. 26 U.S.C. § 924(b)(2)(A) (1988) (the foreign management and foreign process require-
ments set forth in § 924(b)(I)(A)-(B) do not apply to small FSCs).
30. Id. § 924(b)(1)(A).
31. Id. § 924(b)(1)(B).
32. Id. § 924(c)(l)-(3).
33. Id. § 924(b)(2)(A).
34. Id. § 924(d)(I)(A)-(B). Note that a corporation will be treated as satisfying the foreign 50
percent of the direct costs requirement if at least 85 percent of the direct costs in at least two of five
stated categories are foreign costs. Id. § 924(d). The stated categories are as follows:
(1) advertising and sales promotion,
(2) the processing of customer orders and the arranging for delivery of the export property,
(3) transportation from the time of acquisition by the FSC (or, in the case of a commission
relationship, from the beginning of such relationship for such transaction) to the delivery to
the customer,
(4) the determination and transmittal of a final invoice or statement of account and the receipt
of payment, and
(5) the assumption of credit risk.
Id. § 924(e). According to a study performed in 1985 that questioned a large sample of exporters
about their reactions to, and decisions about, FSCs, a large majority of the companies have chosen
to use the 85 percent of selected direct cost test instead of the 50 percent of all direct cost test. Out
of 127 companies surveyed that had decided which direct cost test they would use, 119 or approx-
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process requirements. 3
5
Inherent in the foreign activity requirement is that an FSC must be a working
entity. This prerequisite is another of the main differences between the FSC and




A. WHAT IS IT AND How Is IT CALCULATED?
The primary benefit to be gained by the U.S. exporter in using an FSC is a tax
exemption. 37 In order to determine whether this tax exemption is significant
enough to warrant the expense and trouble of creating an FSC, it is first necessary
to calculate it.
The sale of U.S. products by an FSC generates Foreign Trading Gross Re-
ceipts (FTGR). 38 Under the Act's transfer pricing rules, one of several alternate
imately 94 percent of the companies had decided to use the 85 percent of certain direct cost test.
Eighty-three of these companies reported that they planned to meet the 85 percent test in more than
two categories as a safety measure. Only eight companies reported that they had decided to use the
50 percent of all direct cost test. The survey proposed that the reason that most companies are using
the 85 percent test is that it is easier to plan and monitor two distinct direct cost categories than all
direct cost categories, as required by the 50 percent test. The study results indicate that, on the
average, the exporters responding felt that advertising and assumption of the credit risk are the easiest
direct cost categories in which to meet the 85 percent test. As a result, it is not surprising that
advertising and assumption of the credit risk are the two direct cost categories most frequently used
to meet the 85 percent test. O'Keefe & O'Keefe, Foreign Sales Corporation: Exporter Reactions, 37
TAX EXECUTIVE 309, 315 (1988).
35. 26 U.S.C. § 924(b)(2)(A) (1988).
36. The typical DISC was a sales subsidiary of the large manufacturing corporation (a buy-sell DISC).
The DISC would acquire the parent corporation's products and sell them abroad. The sale from the parent
corporation to its DISC would be arranged so that the parent corporation's share of DISC income was
maximized. The greatest tax benefits were thereby transferred to the parent corporation. Note, Domestic
International Sales Corporations (DISCs): How They Provide a Tax Incentive for Exports, 14 VAND. J.
TRANSNAT'L L. 535, 540-52, 624-25 (1981). A DISC could also be organized as a commission DISC.
Pursuant to this kind of arrangement, the DISC would act as a commission agent for the parent corporation,
with the parent selling its products to the DISC according to the intercompany pricing rules set forth in
26 U.S.C. § 994(a). Caplan & Chametzky, supra note 2, at 4 n.34.
37. See Moore & Panich, DISC, FSC, and Small FSC Alternatives-Dealing With the Financial
and Tax Considerations, 12 INT'L TAX J. 97, 104 (1986) (An FSC's exempt.foreign trade income is
treated as foreign-source income not effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business. For this
reason it is not subject to U.S. taxes. An FSC's exempt foreign trade income is also not subject to
treatment as Subpart F income under the tax code, 26 U.S.C. § 951 (1988), and will not be included
in the earnings and profits subject to dividend treatment under § 1248.)
38. Items that may be included in the FTGR of an FSC are:
Gross receipts of any FSC that are-
(1) from the sale, exchange, or other disposition of export property,
(2) from the lease or rental of export property for use by the lessee outside the United
States,
(3) for services which are related and subsidiary to-
(A) any sale, exchange, or other disposition of export property by such corporation,
or
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methods is used to calculate the FSC's Profit or Taxable Income from FTGR.39
This Taxable Income and the direct expenses incurred by the FSC are subtracted
from FTGR to arrive at a Transfer Price attributable to the U.S. products. The
Transfer Price is then subtracted from FTGR with the resulting amount being the
FSC's Foreign Trade Income (FTI). Then, pursuant to the rules set forth in
section 923 of the Act, a portion of the FTI is deemed to be Exempt Foreign
Trade Income (Exempt FfI). A portion of the FSC's sales expense is then
deducted from Exempt FTI, and the amount remaining is exempt from U.S.
taxation. The extra income saved by the tax exemption is passed on to the
exporter in the form of a dividend from its FSC.
An example derived from the Act's legislative history illustrates how the FSC
tax exemption is calculated. 40 Assume that an American manufacturer has
formed an FSC and wishes to calculate the tax savings it will receive on goods
exported to and sold by that FSC. The FSC has received income from the sale
of allowable exported goods that amounts to $1,000,000. Assume also that it
cost the exporter $600,000 to manufacture the goods and $100,000 to export the
goods to its FSC. Last, assume that the FSC incurred $200,000 in sales ex-
penses.
First, the FSC's FfGR must be determined. The $1,000,000 gross income
from the sale of the goods is the FSC's FTGR. 4 1 Next, the Act's transfer pricing
rules must be applied to determine the FSC's Profit or Taxable Income.42 The
transfer pricing rules 43 provide three possible measures of an FSC's Taxable
(B) any lease or rental of export property described in paragraph (2) by such corpo-
ration,
(4) for engineering or architectural services for construction projects located (or proposed
for location) outside the United States, or
(5) for the performance of managerial services for an unrelated FSC or DISC in furtherance
of the production of foreign trading gross receipts described in paragraph (1), (2),
or (3).
26 U.S.C. § 924(a) (1988). Note that in order for the managerial services described in (5) to be
counted as foreign trading gross receipts, at least 50 percent of the FSC's gross receipts for the
taxable year in question must have been derived from the activities described in (1), (2), or (3). FTGR
does not include an FSC's receipts from a transaction if the export property or service is intended for
use in the United States. Neither is a receipt to be considered FTGR if the property or service is for
use by the United States or any U.S. instrumentality, and such use of the export is required by law
or regulation. Other receipts not considered qualified FTGR include "receipts from a transaction
accomplished by a subsidy granted by the United States or any instrumentality thereof"; "receipts
generated from transactions with another FSC which is a member of the same controlled group as the
FSC [claiming the receipts]"; and "gross receipts arising from investment income or carrying
charges." Moore & Panich, supra note 37, at 100. Additionally, § 923(a)(5) of the Act limits use
of receipts "attributable to the disposition of, or services relating to, military property" as FTGR to
50 percent of their value. 26 U.S.C. § 923(a)(5) (1988).
39. 26 U.S.C. § 925 (1988).
40. See Tax Committee Rep., supra note 7, at 1111; see also W. DIAMOND, FOREIGN SALES
CORPORATION: FINAL IRS REGULATIONS AND MOST GOVERNMENT INCENTIVES 345 (1987).
41. See supra note 38 and accompanying text.
42. 26 U.S.C. § 925 (1988).
43. Id.
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Income. 44 The method used has a significant effect on the amount of Taxable
Income and, subsequently, the portion of that income that is designated as tax
exempt. The three measures of Taxable Income and the resulting Taxable Income
calculations for the example FSC are as follows:
(1) Percentage of Gross Receipts measure-Using this measure, Taxable
Income may equal not more than 1.83 percent of the FSC's FTGR. 4 5 Conse-
quently, the Taxable Income for the example FSC under this method is calculated
as 1.83 percent of the $1,000,000 FTGR, or $18,300.
(2) Percentage of Combined Taxable Income measure-Using this measure,
Taxable Income may equal not more than 23 percent of the Combined Taxable
Income of the FSC and its parent U.S. company that is attributable to FTGR.46
In using this measure, the Combined Taxable Income of the exporter and the FSC
must be calculated in order to derive which portion of that income that will be
designated as the Taxable Income of the FSC. Combined Taxable Income is
calculated by subtracting from the FTGR ($1,000,000): (1) the cost to manu-
facture the goods ($600,000), (2) the expenses incurred in exporting the goods
to the FSC ($100,000), and (3) the sales expenses incurred by the FSC
($200,000). Thus the Combined Taxable Income in this example equals
$1,000,000 minus $600,000 minus $100,000 minus $200,000, or $100,000. The
FSC's Taxable Income is therefore 23 percent of the Combined Taxable Income
of $100,000, or $23,000.
(3) Arm's-Length measure-Using this measure, Taxable Income is equal to
the actual profit derived by the FSC when it buys goods from its U.S. parent and
then sells them to a foreign buyer. If this measure is used, the price paid to the
exporter by the FSC must be an "arm's-length" or market price. The FSC and the
parent exporter must not set the price so that it creates a huge amount of Taxable
Income or profit for the FSC and thereby occasions a larger tax deduction.4 7 This
44. These measures were designed to comply with the GATT mandate, which provides that sales
among related parties must meet arm's-length pricing standards. These pricing standards may be met
by related parties by utilizing a transfer price which is determined by (1) a true arm's-length price or
(2) one of two formulae that are designed to approximate an arm's-length price. See GATT, supra
note 4, art. VI; see also Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, Foreign Sales Corporations: Export Analysis and
Planning, 63 TAXES 163, 188 (1985).
45. 26 U.S.C. § 925(a)(1) (1988).
46. Id. § 925(a)(2). This measure, together with the percentage of gross receipts measure, is
referred to as the administrative pricing rules. It should be noted that a prerequisite for use of the
administrative pricing rules is that activities described in all of the cost categories in § 924(e)(1)-(5)
and all of the activities relating to soliciting (other than advertising), negotiating, and making
contracts for the FSC's sales must be performed by the FSC or an agent of the FSC. Id. § 925(c)(l)-
(2). See generally the cost category descriptions, supra note 34.
47. The arm's-length measure of taxable income is made "subject to the rules provided in
section 482." Section 482 provides that if the Secretary of the Internal Revenue Service believes that
the sale price actually charged in a transaction where an FSC buys from a related supplier was set
for the purpose of tax evasion, the Secretary may redistribute, reapportion, or reallocate gross
income, deductions, and credits among the FSC and its related supplier. See generally 26
U.S.C. §§ 925(a)(3), 482 (1988).
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example assumes that the profit derived by the FSC from the resale of the goods
it purchased from its parent exporter/manufacturer at an arm's-length price is
$50,000.
Next, the Taxable Income calculated by one of the above transfer pricing
methods and the direct sales expense incurred by the FSC is subtracted from
FTGR to arrive at a Transfer Price attributable to the U.S. products. Accord-
ingly, the Transfer Price for the U.S. products in this example is equal to:
$1,000,000 minus $18,300 minus $200,000, or $781,700 if the Percentage of
Gross Receipts method is used; $1,000,000 minus $23,000 minus $200,000, or
$777,000 if the Percentage of Combined Taxable Income method is used; or
$1,000,000 minus $50,000 minus $200,000, or $750,000 if the Arm's-Length
measure is used.
This Transfer Price is then subtracted from FTGR to arrive at the FSC's
Foreign Trade Income (FII). The FTI for the example FSC is therefore equal to:
$1,000,000 minus $781,700, or $218,300 if the Percentage of Gross Receipts
method is used; $1,000,000 minus $777,000, or $223,000 if the Percentage of
Combined Taxable Income method is used; or $1,000,000 minus $750,000, or
$250,000 if the Arm's-Length measure is used.
Then, pursuant to the rules set forth in section 923 of the Act, a portion of the
FTI is deemed Exempt FfI. If the income is determined by either method (1) or
(2) above (the Administrative Pricing Rules), 15/23 (65.22 percent) is considered
tax exempt.48 If on the other hand, the income is determined by method (3) above
(the Arm's-Length measure), 30 percent is considered tax exempt.49 Therefore,
the Exempt FTI derived under each of the above transfer pricing methods is as
follows: 15/23 times $218,300, or $142,370 if the Percentage of Gross Receipts
method of calculating Taxable Income is used; 15/23 times $223,000, or $145,435
if the Percentage of Combined Taxable Income method is used; and 30 percent
of $250,000, or $75,000 if the Arm's-Length measure is used.
A portion of the FSC's sales expense that is attributable to the FSC's Exempt
FTI is then derived. This sales expense is calculated by applying the percentages
used above to determine Exempt FTI to the FSC's total sales expense. Accord-
ingly, the portion of FSC sales expense attributable to Exempt FTI is equal to:
15/23 times $200,000, or $130,435 if either the Percentage of Gross Receipts
method or Combined Taxable Income method of calculating Taxable Income is
48. See 26 U.S.C. § 923(a)(3) (1988) ("In the case of any transaction with respect to which
paragraph (1) or (2) of section 925(a) (or the corresponding provisions of the regulations prescribed
under section 925(b)) [the administrative pricing rules] applies, 16/23 of the foreign trade income
derived from such transaction shall be treated as [Exempt FTI]"). But see id. § 921(a)(4)(B) (if the
stock of an FSC is held by a corporation, the exemption percentage will be 15/12 (65.22 percent)
instead of 16/23 (69.57 percent)).
49. See id. § 923(a)(2) (1988) ("In the case of any [transaction under arm's-length rules], 32
percent of the FTI derived from such transaction shall be treated as [Exempt FTI]"). But see
id. § 921(a)(4)(A) (if the stock of an FSC is held by a corporation the exemption percentage will be
30 percent instead of 32 percent).
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TABLE 1
FSC TAX SAVINGS CALCULATIONS
FTGR
less: FSC Taxable Income






less: Expenses Allocable to Exempt FTI
Tax Exempt FSC Profits
Tax Savings at 34%
Method 2




$ 18,300 $ 23,000
$ 200,000 $ 200,000
$ 781,700 $ 777,000
$1,000,000 $1,000,000
$ 781,000 $ 777,000
$ 218,300 $ 223,000
$ 142,370 $ 145,435
(15/23 x FTI)
$ 130,435 $ 130,435
(15/23 x FSC Exp.) (30%
$ 11,935 $ 15,000
$ 4,058 $ 5,100
used; or 30 percent of $200,000, or $60,000 if the Arm's-Length measure is
used. The resulting sales expense allocable to Exempt FTI is then subtracted
from the previously calculated Exempt FTI, resulting in Tax Exempt FSC profits
under each of the transfer pricing methods as follows: $11,935 for the Percentage
of Gross Receipts method, $15,000 for the Combined Taxable Income method,
and $15,000 for the Arm's-Length measure.
Finally, the tax savings to the FSC is calculated by applying the corporate tax
rate of 34 percent to the Tax Exempt FSC profits. The resulting tax savings are
$4,058 for the Percentage of Gross Receipts method, $5,100 for the Combined
Taxable Income method, and $5, 100 for the Arm's-Length measure. This tax
savings is then passed to the parent exporter/manufacturer in the form of in-
creased stock dividends. Table 1 shows the calculations described above.
As is evidenced by the calculations above, the critical focus in determining the
size of the tax deduction available to an FSC is the measure of the FSC's Taxable
Income provided by the transfer pricing rules. Once one of these transfer pricing
rules has been chosen, and an FSC's Taxable Income has been determined, it is
a relatively simple matter to calculate its tax exemption.
B. WHICH TRANSFER PRICING METHOD SHOULD BE USED?
Since the choice of which transfer pricing method to use in measuring Taxable
Income affects the size of the allowable tax exemption, the question arises,
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which method is the best? 50 Although a concrete rule would be difficult to
formulate due to the many factors that may influence the exemption determina-
tion, it has been suggested that use of the Percentage of Combined Income
measure is typically the most advantageous method. 5' Note though, that "to the
extent the gross margin of the exporter drops below 8 percent, the [Percentage of
Gross Receipts measure] will produce more effective results. ' 52 Although the
Arm's-Length measure produces the largest amount of FSC Taxable Income, its
overall benefit to the FSC is generally smaller than that generated by the admin-
istrative pricing rules because the exemption rate applicable to this measure is
significantly lower than that applicable to the administrative pricing rules.
53
C. How Do FSC TAX ADVANTAGES COMPARE TO DISC TAX ADVANTAGES?
The tax advantages available to FSCs are markedly different from those that
were available to DISCs. As previously discussed, a certain portion of an FSC's
expenses are exempt from taxes. The benefit obtained through the operation of
a DISC had two parts. First, the DISC was allowed a deferral of taxes on a
portion of income that was not distributed.5 4 In most cases tax on slightly less
than one-half of the DISC income was deferred until a realization event oc-
curred.55 At the time the FSC replaced the DISC, a DISC could defer tax on 42.5
percent of its proceeds. 56 Second, the DISC legislation provided a way that taxes
could be permanently deferred. A DISC could permanently defer taxes by con-
tinually reinvesting its taxable proceeds into export-related activities. 57 Al-
though, on its face, a deferral may not appear as advantageous as an exemption,
the perpetual deferral provisions of the DISC legislation turned the deferral into
a de facto exemption.
The question remains, which scheme is more advantageous to the exporter?
Table 2 is derived from the FSC tax savings calculations presented in the previous
section and compares the tax savings of an FSC with those of a DISC.
58
50. The Act provides that an FSC may choose the transfer pricing method that provides it with
the greatest tax benefit. Id. § 925(a).
51. Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, supra note 44, at 194.
52. Id.
53. Id.; see also 26 U.S.C. § 923(a)(2-3) (1988) (the exemption rate applicable to the arm's-
length measure is 32 percent where the exemption rate applicable to the two administrative pricing
rules is 69.57 percent).
54. DISC Substitute Detailed in Administration Draft Proposals, 20 TAX NOTES 240 (1983).
55. Id.; 26 U.S.C. § 995(b) (1988); see also 26 U.S.C. § 291 (1982) (a realization event
might include, for example, the income being distributed or the DISC being liquidated).
56. Until 1976 the amount of DISC income on which tax could be deferred was 50 percent.
Subsequently the possible deferral was reduced to 42.5 percent. See 26 U.S.C. § 291 (1982).
57. Id. § 995 (1988); Kotran, Of DISCs and FSCs, 24 TAX NOTEs 8 (1984).
58. The assumptions concerning exporter and export entity income and expenses are the same
as those used in the previous example. The tax savings calculated for the FSC are those derived using
the Arm's-Length transfer pricing measure.
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Taxable Income (Profit) $ 50,000 $ 50,000
Tax Exempt Profits $ 15,000 $ 21,250
(42.5% DISC Income)
Tax Savings at 34% $ 5,100 $ 7,225
This example demonstrates that the dollar amount of the tax deferral achieved
by a DISC was higher than that of the tax exemption presently achievable by an
FSC. Since the perpetual deferral provisions of the DISC legislation turned the
deferral into a de facto exemption, almost none of the taxes deferred by DISCs
were ever paid.5 9 The prevalent view among exporters, therefore, is that the
benefits associated with the DISC were more advantageous than those available
today under the FSC legislation.
60
D. How MUCH WILL IT COST?
Clearly, a tax advantage accompanies the organization and use of an FSC as
an avenue for the export of U.S. goods and services. Nevertheless, it is impor-
tant to inquire into the cost of gaining this tax advantage.
The requirements of the Act as they relate to foreign organization, manage-
ment, and economic activities are stringent. For a small or medium-sized
exporter, the cost of incorporating in a foreign jurisdiction, opening and main-
taining an office in that jurisdiction, and meeting the management and economic
activity requirements of the Act may be prohibitive. In response to this high cost,
a new concept in FSCs has recently emerged. This new concept is called the
Shared FSC. A Shared FSC is an FSC in which up to twenty-five separate,
unrelated exporters (even competitors) band together into a single export com-
pany.61 The Shared FSC performs necessary FSC functions for all "member"
59. Caplan & Chametzky, supra note 2, at 6.
60. See infra notes 158 & 161 and accompanying text.
61. Price Waterhouse, Lower Your Taxes-While Lowering the Trade Deficit, 31 PRICE WATER-
HOUSE REV. No. 2 at 28, 33 (1987); Treadwell, Advising Your Client on New Export Incentives, 75
A.B.A. J. at 78 (Sept. 1989). The shared FSC consists of seven primary participants whose respon-
sibilities are as follows:
[1. Sponsor] The sponsor is the catalyst for developing and implementing a Shared
FSC. The sponsor can be the individual exporter-shareholders themselves, an inde-
pendent company, a government entity, a trade association, a port authority, or a bank.
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exporters at the same time from the same offices. As a result, costs attributable
to start-up, management, operations, accounting, and tax preparation are spread
among the "member" exporters, thereby achieving significant economies of
scale. 62 These economies of scale result in significantly reduced FSC costs for
each individual exporter. In 1988 the State of Delaware sponsored the establish-
ment of the prototype Shared FSC program. 63 The success of this program has
paved the way for the sponsorship of Shared FSCs by other states, regional port
authorities, and even private business associations. 6
4
The cost comparison in Table 3 demonstrates the actual costs of creating
and operating a solo FSC, as well as the relative savings available through
The sponsor sets the Shared FSC's policies; screens potential shareholders; approves
applicants; groups participants according to product, export region, or size; monitors
and reviews shareholder export activity; and holds meetings. The sponsor may be
responsible for a program consisting of several Shared FSCs.
[2. Manager] The manager coordinates activities among the many exporters in any
one Shared FSC. The manager can be an independent individual or organization, or
even one of the exporters. The manager is responsible for the daily operations of the
Shared FSC, including collections, banking, consulting, reporting, organizational
meetings, tax management, identifications of other potential service providers, and
generally assisting the exporters in meeting their Shared FSC requirements.
[3. Overseas Service Organization] The overseas service organization arranges for
the incorporation of the Shared FSC, maintains the foreign office, provides a non-U.S.
resident person to serve as the required foreign director, assists in meeting the foreign
situs economic process tests required of the Shared FSC, and provides audits (where
required).
[4. Domestic Bank] The domestic bank maintains a receiving account in the U.S.
for export receipts generated by the exporter-shareholder.
[5. Overseas Bank] The overseas bank manages the Shared FSC's bank account,
and transfers payments from an exporter to the Shared FSC and immediately back to
the exporter if the exporter chooses to use a receipt-of-payment method in satisfying
the foreign sales economic process requirements (a.k.a. "a sweep").
[6. Tax Accountant] The tax accountant gathers information for and prepares the
Shared FSC's tax return (which is based upon the aggregate information from all the
exporter-shareholders); provides exporters with data about their share of the costs;
aids exporters in organizing their financial information; helps prepare exporters' tax
returns and estimated tax payments; and assists the exporters with the economic
process requirements.
[7. Exporter-Shareholders] The exporter-shareholders comprise the final organiza-
tional element of the Shared FSC. They are responsible for conducting their individual
export transactions as usual; receiving payment on the exports; meeting the economic
process requirements; paying their share of the Shared FSC's costs; establishing an
accounting system to capture foreign situs costs; preparing separate company infor-
mation for the Shared FSC's tax return; executing shareholder agreements; attending
the annual shareholder meeting (optional); and transferring commissions to the Shared
FSC.
Price Waterhouse, supra, at 35-36.
62. Price Waterhouse, supra note 61, at 33.
63. Treadwell, supra note 61, at 79; see also MTI EXPORT MANAGEMENT, INFORMATION SHEET:
DELAWARE-SPONSORED SHARED FOREIGN SALES CORPORATIONS (1989) [hereinafter SHARED FSC IN-
FORMATION SHEET].
64. Telephone conversation with representative of Delaware Development Office at (800) 338-
2786.
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TABLE 3
FSC COSTS TO EXPORTER-SOLO VERSUS SHARED
6 5
Solo FSC Shared FSC
Gross Export Income (millions) $ 5 $ 125
No. of Exporters 1 25
ONE TIME START-UP COST
Incorporation Services $ 750 $ 0
Government Fees-Incorporation $ 390 $ 0
-Application $ 100 $ 0
Initial Stock Purchase $ 0 $ 12,500
Out-of-Pocket Expenses $ 100 $ 0
Total Start-Up Cost66  $1,340 $ 12,500
Start-Up Cost per Exporter $1,340 $ 500
ANNUAL MAINTENANCE COST
Government Fees $1,000 $ 0
Local Directors' Fees $ 200 $ 0
Management: Office and Records $ 600 $ 0
Foreign Mgmt. and Economic Processes:
Bank Accounts $1,560 $ 0
Banking Sweeps $2,080 $ 0
Other $1,250 $ 0
Accounting, Legal, Bookkeeping, and Tax Returns $3,000 $ 0
Annual Maintenance Fee 67  $ 0 $125,000
Total Annual Maintenance Cost $9,690 $125,000
Annual Maintenance Cost per Exporter $9,690 $ 5,000
membership in a Shared FSC. The comparison assumes that each individual
exporter has $5 million in gross export income and that the jurisdiction in which
the FSC is incorporated is Barbados or Jamaica.
The comparison in Table 3 demonstrates that if an exporter with $5 million in
gross export income forms a solo FSC, its cost in the first year is approximately
$11,030 (start-up costs of $1,340 plus annual maintenance cost of $9,690), and
its annual maintenance cost in each ensuing year is approximately $9,690. On
the other hand, if the exporter becomes a shareholder in a Shared FSC, its cost
in the first year is $5,500 (start-up cost of $500 and annual maintenance cost of
$5,000), and the annual maintenance cost for every year thereafter is $5,000.
Based on this analysis, if an exporter becomes a part of a Shared FSC instead of
creating its own solo FSC, it stands to save a significant amount on its FSC costs.
65. SHARED FSC INFORMATION SHEET, supra note 63, at 4 (comparison based on a chart entitled
"Costs of Participating in a Delaware Shared FSC vs. Solo FSC").
66. Start-up costs for the Delaware Shared FSC are set at $500 per exporter-shareholder. MTI
EXPORT MANAGEMENT, QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS: DELAWARE-SPONSORED SHARED FOREIGN SALES
CORPORATIONS 3 (1989) [hereinafter SHARED FSCs--QuEsTIONS AND ANSWERS].
67. See id. (annual maintenance fees for the Delaware Shared FSC are based on the following
formula: the greater of $2,500 or 1/10 of 1 percent of the exporter's gross export value). In this
example each individual exporter has gross export income of $5 million. Therefore, the maintenance
fee per exporter is 1/10 of I percent of $5 million, or $5,000.
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E. WHEN DOES AN FSC MAKE SENSE? BREAK-EVEN POINTS
To analyze whether the tax exemption provided by the Act is significant
enough to warrant the expense and trouble of creating an FSC, an exporter must
calculate its break-even point. An exporter's break-even point is defined as the
point at which gross export sales and profit margins achieved on those sales are
high enough to generate a tax savings sufficiently in excess of the costs of
forming and running the FSC to justify its creation.
As an example, if the exporter in the cost analysis in the previous section ($5
million in gross receipts) were to achieve a 10 percent profit margin, its tax
savings would be $25,500.68 If the exporter were a shareholder in the Shared
FSC described above, its annual maintenance cost would be $5,000, which
would produce an after-tax, benefit-to-cost ratio of approximately five to one. If,
on the other hand, the exporter generated only $1 million in gross receipts with
a 10 percent profit margin, the tax savings would be only $5,100.69 If the
exporter were a member of a Shared FSC with an annual maintenance cost of
$2,500,70 the benefit-to-cost ratio would drop to approximately two to one. 7 1 An
after-tax savings of only $2,600 might not be worth the trouble of creating and
operating an FSC.
F. A WAY AROUND THE "TROUBLE" OF CREATION AND OPERATION
The foreign management, foreign activity, and reporting requirements of the
FSC are extensive and can be cumbersome for small and midsize exporters. 72
With this in mind, the Shared FSC was designed to simplify the tasks that the
exporter must perform in order to comply with the FSC rules. Under the proto-
type program sponsored by Delaware, the Shared FSCs are managed by an FSC
management company that takes responsibility for day-to-day operations and for
the conduct of any foreign management or foreign economic activities.7 3 The
Shared FSC's accounting and tax return preparation is performed by a top
68. Potential Gross Tax Saving from Delaware Shared FSC
Gross Export Receipts
$1 million $5 million $20 million
Gross Tax Savings
10% Profit Margin $ 5,100 $ 25,500 $102,000
20% Profit Margin $10,200 $ 51,000 $204,000
30% Profit Margin $15,300 $ 76,500 $306,000
40% Profit Margin $20,400 $102,000 $408,000
50% Profit Margin $25,500 $127,500 $510,000
SHARED ESC INFORMATION SHEET, supra note 63, at 3.
69. See supra note 68.
70. See supra note 67.
71. It is important to note that a higher profit margin will generate a higher tax savings for an
FSC. Therefore, if the $1 million exporter achieves a profit margin of 20 percent, its tax savings will
rise to $10,200. If a 40 percent profit margin could be achieved, the tax savings would be $20,400.
See supra note 68.
72. Price Waterhouse, supra note 61, at 33.
73. See supra note 63; see also SHARED FSCs-QuEsTIONS AND ANSWERS, supra note 66, at 2, 4.
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accounting firm,7 4 activities in the foreign jurisdiction are performed by an
overseas affiliate of the accounting firm, and banking functions are performed by
a large national bank. 75 As a result, the only actions relating to its Shared FSC
that an exporter must typically perform are:
76
(1) sending sales information (copies or summaries of invoices) to the
Shared FSC's office in the foreign jurisdiction;
(2) sending solicitation letters once a year to the exporter's customers
through the Shared FSC's office in the foreign jurisdiction; 77
(3) preparing an advertisement for the exporter's products that will appear in
a foreign newspaper;
(4) sending a commission payment to the Shared FSC once a year (which
will be returned to the exporter as a dividend); and
(5) keeping track of certain expenses so that the Shared FSC's tax return and
other required financial statements may be prepared and filed.
Given the relaxed responsibilities of the exporter in connection with the op-
eration of a Shared FSC, it is reasonable to speculate that even a fairly low
after-tax savings will justify membership.
IV. Export Targets
Although the tax exemptions available to FSCs, when examined alone, may
provide a substantial benefit for U.S. companies to export their goods, this
benefit may be reduced or eliminated altogether in a foreign jurisdiction that
heavily taxes the FSC or that has an unfavorable business climate. Therefore,
once a U.S. company decides to form an FSC, it must choose a home for that
FSC that has advantageous tax laws and a favorable business climate. 78 The
possible places for creation of an FSC are limited to a possession of the United
States79 or a foreign country s0 that is certified by the United States Treasury as
having certain acceptable treaties or agreements with the United States. 81
74. See supra note 63; see also SHARED FSCS-QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS, supra note 66, at 2.
75. See supra note 63; see also SHARED FSCs-QESTIONS AND ANSWERS, supra note 66, at 2.
76. MTI ExPORT MANAGEMENT, THE ABCS OF FSCS AND SHARED FSCs 2 (1989).
77. Note that the letters bear the exporter's firm name, not that of the Shared FSC. Id.
78. Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, supra note 44, at 199.
79. 26 U.S.C. § 922(a)(l)(A)(ii) (1988); see id. § 927(d)(5) (the U.S. possessions in which an
FSC may be organized are the United States Virgin Islands, Guam, American Samoa, and the
Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands).
80. Id. § 922(a)(l)(A)(i).
81. Id. § 927(e)(3)(A)-(B); see also supra note 13 and accompanying text; W. DIAMOND, supra
note 40, at xiv-xv. The foreign countries that have been certified by the Secretary of the United States
Treasury as possible locations for the organization of Foreign Sales Corporations are Australia,
Austria, Barbados, Belgium, Canada, Costa Rica, Cyprus, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Ger-
many, Iceland, Ireland, Jamaica, Korea, Malta, Morocco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Pakistan, the Philippines, South Africa (terminated July I, 1987), Sweden, Trinidad, & Tobago. Id.
Note that the countries of the Bahamas, Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, and Grenada have signed a
Mutual Legal Assistance Agreement with the United States, but it is not in effect or agreed upon. Id.
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Many U.S. possessions and certified foreign countries have created tax ex-
emptions and other incentives to lure FSCs.82 United States exporters creating
FSCs have gravitated toward these jurisdictions. Out of the approximately 4,900
FSCs incorporated throughout the world, nearly 4,000 (82 percent) are incorpo-
rated in the United States Virgin Islands. 83 Barbados has approximately 300
FSCs, and Jamaica approximately 200.84 Most of the other 400 FSCs are dis-
persed throughout the U.S. possession of Guam and the foreign countries of
Canada, Belgium, the Netherlands and Ireland. 85 The following paragraphs dis-
cuss the tax laws and other factors that to a greater or lesser extent make the
business climate favorable in these jurisdictions.
A. THE UNITED STATES VIRGIN ISLANDS
Clearly, the Virgin Islands, an English-speaking U.S. protectorate located on
the extreme east side of the Caribbean Sea, is by far the most popular location
for FSCs. 86 One of the main reasons for this popularity is the attitude of the
Government of the Virgin Islands towards FSCs. Former Governor Juan Luis
expressed this attitude: "We will continue our efforts to make the Islands the best
home in the world for Foreign Sales Corporations. We will continue to demon-
strate our flexibility to make the Virgin Islands the most competitive and favor-
able jurisdiction . . . in the world." 87
Special legislation provides FSCs a 100 percent exemption from local taxes on
foreign trade income until at least 1997.88 FSCs are also exempt from local taxes
on interest, carrying charges, and passive income. 89 The Virgin Islands has no
excise taxes or customs duties. 90 The U.S. dollar is the currency of the Islands,
and there are no exchange controls, which frequently disrupt the flow of trade
and investment in many other jurisdictions. 9'
The agreements of all of these countries except Grenada would allow an exchange of information
agreement to be negotiated. Id.
82. W. DIAMOND, supra note 40, at xii.
83. Id.
84. Id. at xiii.
85. Id.
86. See supra text accompanying note 83.
87. 2 Capital Formation, supra note I, at Virgin Islands- 11. For two years prior to the approval
of the Tax Reform Act, former Governor Luis was one of the country's most active lobbyists on
behalf of the FSC legislation on the federal and local levels. He is quoted as having said, "[w]e want
FSCs to settle in the United States Virgin Islands as part of our overall investment policy, so we are
guided by what American exporters and manufacturers tell us. We welcome their input so that our
laws reflect their feelings and needs while protecting the territory's income base." Id.
88. W. DIAMOND, supra note 40, at xii; see also 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Virgin
Islands-4 (it is possible to obtain a written guarantee from the Lieutenant Governor of the Virgin
Islands stating that any income tax applied to an FSC will not be levied before Jan. 1, 1997).
89. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Virgin Islands-3.
90. Id.
91. Id. at Virgin Islands-12.
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FSCs are subject to a yearly franchise tax, which is variable, with a maximum of
$25,000 for an FSC with foreign trading gross receipts of $500 million or more. 9 2
This franchise tax liability, however, is reduced by a tax credit for FSCs that have
$100,000 or more of wage expense attributable to Virgin Island workers. 93
The adoption of special legislation is only a part of what makes the Virgin
Islands so attractive to companies wanting to form FSCs. Another important
factor in selection of a site for an FSC is the political and economic stability of
the country or protectorate. Unlike certain other jurisdictions, like those in
Africa, the Middle East, and the Far East, where political unrest may threaten the
continuity of operations and even the physical assets and personnel involved in
an FSC, the Virgin Islands has enjoyed a long period of political stability.94 The
economic stability of the Islands is closely tied to that of the U.S. mainland,
rising and falling in response to the mainland's economic health.95
The Virgin Islands also has a legal system that is similar to most of the
states. 96 The protectorate's corporation code was recently amended and is now
based on Delaware law, creating increased certainty with respect to the corporate
endeavors of Virgin Islands FSCs.
9 7
B. BARBADOS
Barbados is the easternmost island of the West Indies. This English-speaking
nation has become the most popular foreign country for FSCs.98 Barbados has
been certified by the United States Government for FSCs as a result of an
exchange of information agreement between the United States and Barbados
consummated in 1984. 99
The Parliament of Barbados established incentives for FSCs in the Foreign
Sales Act of 1984 (the Barbados Act). too The Barbados Act provides that an FSC
92. Id. at Virgin Islands-3, 4. These franchise taxes began in 1985 at a $1,000 level ($400 for
Small FSCs), and the maximum amount was gradually increased until the $25,000 maximum level
was reached in 1986. Id.
93. Id.
94. Id. at Virgin Islands-9.
95. Id. at Virgin Islands-18.
96. Id. at Virgin Islands-12.
97. Id. at Virgin Islands-14.
98. See supra text accompanying note 84.
99. Zagaris, Barbados as a Foreign Sales Corporation Jurisdiction, 26 TAx NoTES 71 (1985).
100. Id. The Barbados Act provides that in order to pursue "foreign trade transactions" a license
must be obtained. Pursuant to the Barbados Act, in order to get a license an entity must (1) be
incorporated under the Barbados Companies Act; (2) have foreign trade transactions as its principal
objective; (3) have no shareholders who are residents of the Caribbean Community; and (4) establish
that it meets the qualifications for designation as an FSC under the applicable foreign FSC legislation.
An application, along with an application fee of Bds $200 (Barbados currency equal to approximately
U.S. $100), must be filed with the Minister of Trade. The Minister may issue a license upon
compliance with the above-described license requirements. The license fee for a small FSC is Bds
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is exempt from all taxes on income arising from its operations except for income
from investments made in Barbados.10 1 In addition, FSCs are exempted from
taxes on the transfer of real estate or stock shares. ' 0 2 FSCs are also protected
from withholding taxes of any kind, but must pay a wage tax on a "pay-as-you-
earn" basis if they employ Barbados nationals.
1 0 3
Barbados imposes no exchange controls on FSCs.104 Also, the Barbados Act
allows FSCs to import, free of customs duties or consumption tax, items that are
necessary for the operation of their foreign trade. '0 5
Another advantage Barbados offers the FSC is flexible corporate law. Most
importantly, the Barbados Companies Act allows single shareholder companies
and company meetings inside or outside of Barbados (including meetings by
telephone). 106
Like the United States Virgin Islands, Barbados has the advantage of a stable
political history. Barbados' Parliament, established in 1639, is second in age only
to the British Parliament. 10 7 Although the country was a British colony until
1966, its transition to independent nation status was smoothly executed, and its
political stability has remained intact to date. 108
C. JAMAICA
This English-speaking island nation located in the Caribbean is another fa-
vored location for FSCs.' 0 9 Jamaica passed its Foreign Sales Corporation Act
(the Jamaican Act) in late 1984.' '' This legislation exempts FSCs from income
tax and dividend withholdings. 111 The Jamaican Act also provides FSCs with
$1,000 (U.S. $500) and for a regular FSC the license fee is Bds $2,000 (U.S. $1,000). Renewal fees






105. Id. at 72.
106. Id. For a discussion of the deductibility of expenses incurred by U.S. taxpayers attending business
meetings (as well as conventions and seminars), see 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Barbados-21
(which states that such expenses are deductible for U.S. tax purposes since Barbados and the United States
have signed an exchange of information agreement under the Caribbean Basin Initiative that is acceptable
to the United States Treasury with respect to satisfying tax treaty requirements).
107. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Barbados-21.
108. Id.
109. See supra text accompanying note 84.
110. Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, supra note 44, at 200 n.387.
111. Id.; see also 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Jamaica-21 (under Jamaican FSC
legislation, a 100 percent income tax exemption is granted to FSCs for a period of fifteen years by
an authorized license, which is renewable every fifteen years; license fees to register FSCs are
minimal; additionally, U.S. citizens working as employees for FSCs are exempt from Jamaican
taxation).
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some protection from exchange control restrictions on foreign trade transactions
with non-Jamaican entities. 11
2
Jamaica's corporation law was originally based on the English Company
Act. 13 After having been amended several times, the Act now allows complete
incorporation and regulation of companies set up on the island. 114
Although the incentives for FSCs and the corporate law of this nation are
roughly equivalent to those of the United States Virgin Islands and of Barbados,
the political and economic climate is inferior to those jurisdictions. Although the
country has been independent from Great Britain for nearly three decades, it is
still politically and economically unstable. "1t5 In 1980, a prime minister favorable
to private enterprise was elected, ousting a socialist government. 116 This more
moderate government, however, has been plagued since 1985 by protests against
high prices and low wages." 7 The resulting uncertain political and business
climate makes the formation of FSCs in Jamaica somewhat risky.
D. GUAM
The United States Territory of Guam is another favored site for FSCs. Guam
is located south of Japan and east of the Philippines in the South Pacific. In view
of the political instability of Hong Kong and of the Philippines and in view of
business restrictions imposed by Japan, Guam is an attractive base for a U.S.
company's Asian operations. "18
Guam has passed special legislation providing tax incentives for FSCs." 9
Most importantly, FSCs are generally 100 percent exempt from Guamanian
taxes. 120 The Guamanian FSC legislation provides that the complete tax exemp-
tion will continue until at least 1997. 121 An FSC must obtain a license from the
Guam Department of Revenue and Taxation for which it must pay a flat rate
112. Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, supra note 44, at 200 n.387.
113. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Jamaica-1.
114. Id.
115. See generally C. STONE, CLASS, STATE, AND DEMOCRACY IN JAMAICA (1986).
116. Id. at 151.
117. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Jamaica-l.
118. Faber, Guam as a Foreign Sales Corporation Jurisdiction, 26 TAX NOTES 913, 915 (1985)
(U.S. companies that have formed FSCs in Guam include Texas Instruments, United Technologies,
Weyerhaeuser, Black & Decker, General Electric, and Exxon).
119. Id. at 913. It should be noted that
the [Guamanian FSC] legislation was drafted by a task force consisting of bankers,
attorneys, accountants, and other representatives of the private sector as well as
government officials and was designed with a view to establishing procedures that are
simple and workable. The Department of Revenue and Taxation, which [administers]
the law, is committed to doing so in a manner that will encourage U.S. corporations
to establish their FSCs in Guam.
Id.
120. Id. at 915.
121. Id.
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filing fee of $1,000 ($400 for small FSCs). 122 The only other government charge
is a $50 filing fee for the FSC's articles of incorporation, which are typically
approved within twenty-four hours. 1
23
Because Guam has been a part of the United States since 1898, its legal system
is very similar to that of the United States.' 24 United States federal laws apply,
and the local laws are comparable to those of the United States.' 25 The island
uses the Uniform Commercial Code and bases many of its laws on California
statutes. 126 In addition, corporate laws are derived from Delaware law.' 27 All
these factors work together to provide a familiar legal environment for the FSC.
Because of Guam's great distance from the continental United States, travel to
the island for corporate meetings is an important issue. The Guam law enabling
FSCs makes it possible for board of director and shareholder meetings to be held
without the physical presence of any director or shareholder on the island.1
28
Politically, Guam is stable. 129 Additionally, economic stability is provided by
a thriving tourist industry and a large U.S. military presence on the island. 130 For
these reasons, Guam is a particularly attractive location for a U.S. company
wishing to export to Asia and the Philippines.
E. CANADA
Canada is approved for FSCs because it has a bilateral income tax treaty with
the United States that has been certified by the United States Treasury as ful-
filling the exchange of information requirements of the FSC Act. '3' Although
Canada has passed no legislation specifically aimed at providing incentives for
FSCs, some incentives do exist. Canada offers a reduced tax rate of 15 percent
for nonmanufacturing Canadian controlled private companies,' 32 and a govern-
ment tax abatement brings the tax rate down to 10 percent for manufacturing
companies. 133 Also, Canada has no exchange controls, so investors are free to
repatriate profits and capital. 1
34
United States exporters may incorporate an FSC in any one of Canada's ten prov-
inces or two territories. Despite this wide choice, most incorporate in Ontario.' 
35
122. Id. at 913.
123. Swift incorporation is aided by the fact that the articles need not be notarized locally. As a
result, the articles may be drafted in the United States and filed by mail. Id.







131. Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Canada-30 (June 1990).
132. W. DIAMOND, supra note 40, at xvi.
133. Id.
134. Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Canada-I (June 1990).
135. Incorporation in Ontario is preferable over incorporation in prosecessionist Quebec because
of Quebec's language requirements and related political problems. Id.
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Although the political climate in Canada makes it a safe place for an FSC, the
limited benefits available to FSCs make other locations more attractive from an
economic standpoint.
F. BELGIUM
Belgium has also been certified for FSCs by the United States Treasury. This
country, which hosts the headquarters of both NATO and the European Com-
munity, has recently adopted a special decree providing incentives for FSCs.
Under the decree, FSCs are taxed on deemed income on a "cost-plus" basis.
Under this system, deemed income is calculated as 8 percent of certain of the
FSC's expenses1 36 and is taxed at a 45 percent rate.'
37
Belgium is stable economically and politically. Although its tax rates are
higher than they have been in the past, Belgium is still an attractive location for
FSCs. 131
G. THE NETHERLANDS
The United States Treasury has also certified the Netherlands for FSCs. This
country, like Belgium, has adopted a special decree providing incentives for
FSCs. In the Netherlands an FSC is permitted to use the "cost-plus" method to
compute profits subject to Dutch taxation.1 39 In most instances the Dutch Gov-
ernment allows deemed income to be calculated as 5 percent of the FSC's oper-
ation expenditures, but the percentage may reach as high as 10 percent if the
operation expenditures are low. 140 No capital tax will be charged on the amount
by which actual income exceeds computed taxable income. In addition, no
withholding tax will be charged when the excess income is repatriated, as long
as the repatriation occurs within a certain period after year's end. 141
The Netherlands has long been stable politically and economically.
142
Therefore, like Belgium, the Netherlands is an attractive European location for
FSCs.
136. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Belgium-22 (Mar. 1990) (expenses included for the
deemed income calculation include: the cost of processing orders, deliveries, and invoices; expenses
incurred for advertising, promotion, and transport; expenses incurred obtaining research information;
and expenses for time incurred in investigation of credit risks and collection of credits); see also
Belgium Releases Foreign Sales Corporation Procedures, 26 TAX NoTES 272 (1985) (items not
included in the computation for "deemed income" include publicity and promotion, transportation
of merchandise, and the carrying of risk-bearing credit).
137. Sharp, Steele & Jacobson, supra note 44, at 200.
138. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Belgium-I (Sept. 1989).
139. Coopers & Lybrand, FSC Communique No. 3 (Dec. 6, 1984); see also 2 Capital Formation,
supra note 1, at Netherlands-23 (June 1990).
140. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Netherlands-23 (June 1990).
141. Coopers & Lybrand, supra note 139.
142. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Netherlands-I (June 1989)
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H. IRELAND
Ireland has been certified by the United States Treasury for FSCs and has
implemented a taxing scheme that is favorable to FSCs. FSCs are taxed at a 10
percent rate on income derived by either the arm's-length or administrative
pricing rules. ' 43 A limited credit against any U.S. income taxes paid is available
to an FSC doing business in the Shannon Free Zone. 144 Also, withholding taxes
do not apply to repatriated FSC dividends. 145
Although Ireland has experienced political disturbance over the last twenty
years, this disturbance is today concentrated in Northern Ireland. 146 For this
reason, Ireland should be a safe place for FSC establishment. This safety, along
with the economic benefits available, make Ireland another attractive European
location for the establishment of FSCs.
V. Who is Using the FSCs and Why (or Why Not)?
In order to determine who is currently using FSCs and why (or why not), it is
helpful to examine the results of two studies. The first study, the O'Keefe Study,
was based on a survey of companies of all sizes. 147 The second study, the Baltz
& Culpepper Study, was based on a survey of small exporters.1
48
A. THE O'KEEFE STUDY
The O'Keefe Study was performed in 1985 and questioned a large sample of
exporters about their reactions to, and decisions concerning, FSCs.149 The re-
sults of the study focused on three main areas: (1) which companies were using
small FSCs and which were using regular FSCs, (2) how exporters who previ-
143. Coopers & Lybrand, supra note 139; cf. 2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Virgin
Islands- 17 (Dec. 1985) (in order to qualify for this favorable tax rate, FSCs are required to employ
a specified number of local personnel; this number must be negotiated depending on the FSC's
contribution to the Irish economy).
144. Coopers & Lybrand, supra note 139. The Shannon Free Zone is a foreign trade zone at the
Shannon International Free Port. This free zone is one of the largest and most successful in the world.
2 Capital Formation, supra note 1, at Ireland-24 (Mar. 1990).
145. Coopers & Lybrand, supra note 139.
146. Connelly, Political Violence and International Law: The Case of Northern Ireland, 16 DEN.
J. INT'L L. & POL'Y 79 (1987).
147. O'Keefe & O'Keefe, supra note 34.
148. Baltz & Culpepper, Effects of 1984 Export Tax Legislation on Small Exporters, 14 INT'L TAX
J. 351 (1988).
149. See generally O'Keefe & O'Keefe, supra note 34. Questionnaires were sent to 505 export-
ers. All of Fortune Magazine's top fifty exporters and 103 companies from the Fortune 500 exporters
were sent questionnaires. The remainder of questionnaires were sent to both public and private
companies with overall sales ranging from $16 million to $1.5 billion. The overall response rate to
the survey was 65.3 percent or 330 companies. The response rate among small to medium exporters
was high. The response rate for companies with expected exports over $20 million was only 38
percent, but this group was considered to be well represented as many of the nation's largest
exporters did respond. Id. at 309.
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ously used DISCs felt the new FSCs compared, and (3) which exporters were
actually using FSCs, which groups were not using FSCs, and why.
The survey results showed that companies with lower qualifying export sales
generally formed small FSCs, and companies with higher export sales typically
formed regular FSCs. 150 Although this result was to be expected, given that
small FSCs are subject to a $5 million ceiling on income eligible for tax exemp-
tion, the actual sales breakpoint at which companies reported use of small FSCs
was surprising. The survey results showed that close to 87 percent of the com-
panies utilizing small FSCs had sales of up to $10 million. 15 Despite the fact
that qualifying sales by a small FSC over $5 million are not eligible for tax
exemption, 15 2 this $5 million level does not appear to be one at which the use of
a small FSC becomes economically feasible for exporters.' 53 It is apparent that
the market perceives the government's cutoff point for eligible sales by a small
FSC as too low. 1
54
One of the original objectives of the Act was to provide tax benefits to ex-
porters comparable to those provided by the DISC legislation.' 55 The survey
tested whether this objective was met by asking exporters who had used DISCs
to compare the DISC to the new FSC with respect to costs, expected tax benefits,
and competitiveness in foreign markets. 156 Over 90 percent of the respondents
felt that the costs of the FSC would be higher than those associated with the
DISC. 157 More than 50 percent of the respondent companies felt that the tax
benefits of the FSC would be less that those of the DISC, with most of the
remaining respondents being of the opinion that the tax benefits would be about
equal. 158 Approximately 85 percent of the companies responding indicated that
they thought their competitiveness in foreign markets would be about the same
under the FSC rules as it was under the DISC rules. 159
150. Id. at 310.
151. Id.
152. 26 U.S.C. § 924(b)(2)(B) (1988).
153. See O'Keefe & O'Keefe, supra note 34, at 319 (exporters seem to be "willing to forgo tax
benefits on their export sales over $5 million in return for a lower cost way to ensure some benefits
under the new export legislation").
154. Id. at 312; cf. Statement of Ronald A. Pearlman, Deputy Assistant Secretary (Tax Policy),
Department of the Treasury, Before the Senate Committee on Finance on S. 1804, Foreign Sales
Corporation Act of 1983, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. 4 (Feb. 3, 1984) (when the FSC legislation was
originally introduced, the small FSC sales ceiling was $2.5 million).
155. Letter from Deputy Assistant Secretary Ronald A. Pearlman, Department of the Treasury, to
Senator Robert Dole, Chairman of Senate Finance Committee (Feb. 1, 1984) (explaining the prin-
cipal operating provisions of the Foreign Sales Corporation Act of 1983).
156. O'Keefe & O'Keefe, supra note 37, at 316 (the questionnaire used a relative ranking scale
in which each of the tested factors could be responded to with the responses: much less, less, about
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The survey also asked exporters with small FSCs to compare this entity with
the DISC in the aforementioned categories.' 60 The results of this inquiry were
similar to the results of the comparison of regular FSCs to DISCs. Over 67
percent felt that the costs of the small FSC would be higher, 55 percent felt that
the tax benefits accrued would be lower, and approximately 84 percent felt that
their competitiveness in foreign markets would remain unchanged as a small
FSC. 161 This data shows that, on the average, exporters feel that the new FSC
entity is. more expensive to operate than the DISC and that the tax benefits
derived from it are smaller. 162 For this reason, it is evident that exporters do not
feel that the objective of the Act, to provide tax benefits to exporters comparable
to those provided by the DISC entity, has been achieved.
The last area on which the study focused concerned how many exporters were
actually using FSCs, which groups of exporters were not using FSCs, and the
reasons that exporters cited for not using FSCs. Of the survey respondents that
had export sales that would qualify under the FSC legislation, 88 percent had
previously used the DISC entity. 163 Of these companies, only 75 percent chose
to form an FSC, the other 25 percent did not replace their DISC.' 64 Only five
companies that had not previously used a DISC elected to form an FSC. 165 Taken
all together, nearly one-third of the companies that had qualifying exports elected
not to form an FSC.
t 66
The group that appeared to be the most averse to using the FSC was the small
exporters. The study showed that approximately 93 percent of the companies that
had formed FSCs had sales of $10 million or more.' 67 Out of sixty-nine com-
panies with eligible export sales under $5 million, only twenty-two formed small
FSCs. 168 Over two-thirds of the small exporters (under $5 million in sales) chose
not to take advantage of the new FSC. 169 This study result indicates that small
exporters are not embracing the FSC.
In order to determine why small exporters are not using the FSC, the ques-
tionnaire asked companies to rate the importance of several factors on their
decision to form or not to form an FSC. 170 The two factors that exporters rated
160. Id. at 318.
161. Id.
162. Id.
163. Id. at 310.
164. Id.
165. Id.
166. Id. at 312.
167. Id. at 310.
168. Id. at 312, table 2.
169. Id.
170. Id. at 320. The factors rated were: qualifying sales too low, complexity of regulations, costs
expected to exceed benefits, uncertainty about final regulations, need more time to evaluate, cannot
meet requirement this year, and necessary staff not in place. The rating scale was comprised of the
following choices: not important, not so important, neutral, fairly important, and very important. Id.
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as most important in their decision were (1) that costs would exceed benefits and
(2) that their qualifying export sales were too low.171 Over 44 percent of the
companies that did not form FSCs responded that it was very important to their
decision that they felt that, in their cases, the tax benefits available from an FSC
would not pay for the costs to implement it. 172 The fact that a large percentage
of the companies not forming FSCs cited low qualifying exports apparently
correlates with the cost/benefit factor.
B. THE BALTZ & CULPEPPER STUDY
The Baltz & Culpepper Study is a newer study, reported in the fall of 1988,
which deals solely with small exporters.' 73 Although it is several years newer
than the O'Keefe Study, the results are consistent. The Baltz & Culpepper Study
has two main findings. First, like the O'Keefe Study, the Baltz & Culpepper
survey responses suggest that fewer small exporters are taking advantage of the
FSC than had taken advantage of its predecessor, the DISC. "A significant
percentage of small exporters that had DISCs discontinued ... export tax relief,
and only a few that did not have DISCs formed FSCs.'
174
Second, the study suggests that a reasonable explanation for this lack of small
exporter utilization of FSCs is the high cost of operating a foreign office. Nev-
ertheless, survey results indicate that several other factors, pointing to a lack of
information on and lack of general understanding of FSCs, are playing a part in
this underutilization. 75 Among the factors stated in the study are indications
that many small exporters are unaware of the Act and that few small exporters
know their break-even point (the point at which export sales are high enough to
generate a tax savings that makes operation of an FSC advantageous).1 76
VI. Conclusion
The Foreign Sales Corporation Act provides U.S. companies with a significant
tax exemption on exports. Although it is arguable that the old DISC legislation
furnished a more valuable benefit, the advantage available under the FSC legis-
lation is substantial. The major disadvantages of the new legislation are the
complexity of its regulations and the high cost of establishing an entity pursuant
171. Id.
172. id. at 320, table 7.
173. See generally Baltz & Culpepper, supra note 148. The study's questionnaire was sent to
12,274 small exporters that had been selected from 32,000 exporters listed in the Journal of Com-
merce Directory of Exporters. The questionnaire was sent only to exporters with less than 75
employees. There were 260 responses. The typical respondents to the survey were manufacturers that
were parent companies that principally exported directly to overseas customers and generally had
annual export sales of less than $1 million. Id. at 352.
174. Id. at 351.
175. Id. at 357.
176. Id. at 351.
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to its provisions. The development of Shared FSCs, however, has provided an
uncomplicated FSC option in which the costs of creating and utilizing an FSC
have been lowered sufficiently to make the FSC entity useful even to smaller
exporters with modest export sales.
Although large exporters seem to be using FSCs, overall reaction to the new
entity has not been favorable among small and mid-sized exporters. This nega-
tive reaction is probably due to a general lack of information on, and under-
standing of, FSCs. With increased awareness of the low cost and relative
simplicity of participating in Shared FSCs, it stands to reason that utilization of
FSCs will increase, allowing many more exporters to enjoy the benefits that the
entity provides.
An exporter that does form an FSC may incorporate it in any one of a large
number of foreign countries or U.S. protectorates. Careful site selection will
allow the exporter to maximize its benefits by providing a politically and eco-
nomically safe foreign jurisdiction in which the FSC's profits will be subject to
little or no local tax.
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